Stimuli

168
For the behavioral and EEG experiment, we used the same target stimuli and maskers. Moreover,
169
we presented Matrix sentences as well as a story to the participants because the structure of 170 the Matrix sentences does not resemble daily life communication. Two maskers were chosen as 171 previous studies have shown that the effect of age can be more detrimental for competing talkers 172 than for purely energetic maskers. In addition to these stimuli, two other stimuli were used in the 173 present study. Firstly, a story was presented to train the linear decoder used to reconstruct the 174 speech envelope from the EEG (see Signal processing). Secondly, tone pips were presented to 175 evaluate the effect of age on the responses to non-speech stimuli and to investigate if a similar 176 effect of age can be found compared to responses to speech stimuli (see EEG experiment).
177
Target stimuli
In where each sentence has a fixed syntax structure of 5 word categories "name, verb, numeral, color 181 and object" (e.g. "Lucas draagt twaalf paarse boten" ("Lucas carries twelve purple boats")). During 182 the test, participants are instructed to recall the heard sentence using a 5 x 11 matrix containing 10 183 possibilities for each word of the sentence as well as the option to give no answer. The percentage 184 of correctly recalled words is used as a measure for speech understanding.
185
Although the Matrix sentences are translated into different languages to evaluate a person's speech 186 understanding, the structure of these sentences does not resemble daily life communication. To get 187 more insight in daily life speech understanding, we chose to also present commercial recordings 188 of stories to our participants similar to studies investigating the cocktail party phenomenon (e.g. 
194
Maskers
195
To investigate how envelope tracking is affected by speech understanding, several levels of speech the Matrix sentences were presented first in SWN, CT was used to mask the Story that preceded.
Procedure for Matrix and Story
During the EEG experiment, the participants were seated in a comfortable chair. was randomized across participants.
316
Signal processing
317
All signal processing analyses were done off-line, using MATLAB R2016b.
318
Envelope reconstruction
319
In this study, we measured neural tracking of the speech envelope by calculating the correlation 320 between the actual, acoustic speech envelope and the reconstructed envelope from the EEG re-321 sponse.
322
First, the speech envelope was extracted according to Biesmans et al. (2016) i.e., filtering the 323 target speech stimulus using a Gammatone filterbank followed by a power law (Søndergaard and after filtering, the speech envelope was further downsampled to 128 Hz.
328
Similar to the acoustic envelope, the EEG data was first downsampled from 8192 Hz to 256 Hz. for each participant on the story "Milan" and contained a matrix of 64 (EEG channels) x 65 (time 348 delays; 500 ms) elements.
349
After training, a subject-specific decoder was applied on the EEG-data of the Matrix sentences and envelope (1000 times) and taking percentile 2.5 and 97.5 to obtain a 95% confidence interval. 
382
To assess working memory, participants were seated in front of a computer screen where a sen- instructed to read the sentences out loud. After reading a subset, the participants were asked to re-386 call as many as possible of the sentence-final words of the previous subset. Additionally, they were 387 also motivated to pay attention to the meaning of the sentences by asking three content questions.
388
The scores on the latter task were not included in their final score on 60 for the RST (Vercammen "60" which is also the maximum score that can be obtained on the RST.
402
Statistical analysis
403
The statistical analyses were conducted using R software (version 3.4.4; nlme package -version fit. Since no repeated measurements were conducted for the tone pips and cognitive tasks, the 411 effect of age on these responses/scores was analyzed using Linear Fixed-effect Models (LFMs).
412
All models were fitted using the maximum likelihood estimation.
413
The best fitting model was determined by first progressively introducing multiple fixed-effects and 414 corresponding interactions. Then, the different models were compared using likelihood ratio tests To investigate the association between speech understanding and envelope tracking, the corre-457 lation between the actual and reconstructed envelope was predicted using a LMM consisting of (Table 3) .
468
In addition, we also found a significant interaction between the type of masker and speech material in a quadratic way (p = 0.004). As can be inferred from figure 6, it seems that envelope tracking is 487 stable from 17 until ± 50 years and then starts to gradually increase with advancing age. In addition,
488
we detected a significant interaction between speech material and age (p = 0.03), indicating a less 489 steeply increase in envelope tracking with age for the Story than the Matrix sentences (Table 4) .
490
Lastly, we found significantly lower envelope tracking when the Matrix sentences and the Story 491 were presented at 0 dB SNR compared to the condition without noise (p < 0.001; table 4). In addition to continuous speech, we evaluated the effect of age on the responses to non-speech 
Cognition
513
In addition to the neural age-related changes in response to frequencies important for speech 514 understanding, it is also known that with advancing age, cognitive functions deteriorate. Moreover,
515
studies have demonstrated a strong association between the decline in cognitive functions such 516 as working memory and inhibition, and increased difficulties with understanding speech in noise.
517
In the next section, we will first describe the relation between age and the results on two cognitive 518 tasks. Secondly, we will assess the specific contribution of working memory (i.e., RST scores) and 519 inhibition (i.e., Stroop scores) on the SRT and on envelope tracking, beyond the effect of age.
520
Cognition in function of age 521 As shown in figure 8 and confirmed by the LFM with age as predictor, advancing age resulted in a 522 decrease in cognitive abilities. We found a significant, linear decrease in both the RST scores (β = 
Discussion
553
The results of the present study demonstrate that age affects speech understanding in noise as 554 well as neural tracking of the envelope in a quadratic way. More specifically, we found that speech 555 understanding worsens with advancing age and that this effect is more detrimental when speech 556 is embedded in a competing talker. Furthermore, we found that envelope tracking increases with 557 speech understanding but that this depends on the age of the participant as well as the type of 558 speech material and masker that was presented. In contrast to this, the cortical responses to the 559 tone pips decreased linearly with advancing age. Helfer and Freyman, 2014), we found that the quadratic increase in SRT with age was substantially 567 less steep for SWN, indicating a more detrimental effect of age when speech is presented with a CT.
568
In view of this, the substantially smaller difference in SRT between young and older adults for SWN 569 could explain why several studies found small, non-significant differences between young versus 570 middle-aged or older NH participants for an energetic masker (Helfer and Vargo, 2009; Schoof and 571 Rosen, 2014). In addition, the quadratic effect of age also shows the importance of the choice of 572 age range. For instance, the difference in SRT will be substantially larger when comparing a group 573 of young with older NH adults when the ages of the older group range from 60 to 70 instead of 50 574 to 60 years. Taken together, our data shows that age should be used as a continuous variable in 575 future studies to gain more detailed insight into the effect of age on speech understanding in noise.
576
The more detrimental age effect for CT could be due to age-related temporal deficits or a decline in increases more with increasing speech understanding than younger and middle-aged NH adults.
616
In other words, it seems that the effect of age is more apparent when participants are better in 617 understanding the target talker than when it is very difficult to understand speech, e.g., at 20% SU.
618
As we found enhanced envelope tracking for similar speech understanding levels, higher envelope 
626
A first possible explanation includes the temporal deficits that adults develop with advancing age.
627
In other words, to compensate for the speech-in-noise difficulties, older NH adults rely more on the Hence, it might be necessary in future studies to adjust the speech understanding levels for the 692 Story in CT and to also validate the self-assessed Békesy procedure for older adults. 
704
Conclusion
705
The present study provides new insights into the changes in envelope tracking when we grow 
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